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Determination of the sea-quark distributions in the proton by single-particle inclusive reactions
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I

We have determined the sea-quark distributions of the proton by using recent data on meson production in
the proton fragmentation region in high-energy proton-proton collisions. We find that the magnitude of the
sea distributions in hadron reactions is larger than the sea measured in lepton experiments. We interpret this
enhancement as due to the additional contribution of quark-antiquark pairs created in the initial hadron
collision. From our determination of the sea-quark distributions we are able to predict a number of .particle
ratios in single-particle inclusive production in p-p collisions. In addition, we have calculated the production
cross section for low-mass muon pairs by the Drell-Yan mechanism and have obtained good agreement with

experiment.

J. INTRODUCTION

Deep-inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering data
allow one to determine 'the up [u(x)] and the down

[d(x)] quark distributions within the proton. How-

ever, these data do not permit an equally precise
determination of the sea-quark distributions. '
Forthcoming data on the production of high-mass
muon pairs interpreted by the Drell- Yan m'odel
should provide a determination of the'sea-quark
distributions averaged over quark flavors, but will
not allow the sea-quark distributioris for individual
flavors to be ascertained.

Recent phenomenological work applying the
quark-parton model to single-hadron inclusive
production in high-energy p-p collisions in the
low-p~ region has been done. '." This empirically
motivated work employs a quark-recombination
model which permits t'he effective sea-quark dis-
tributions to be determined with a greater sensi-
tivity than that of deep-inelastic lepton scattering.
We have used this model and recent data4 on in-
clusive single-meson production in p-p collisions
in the proton fragmentation region to determine
the sea-quark distributions in the proton.

In Sec. II the quark-recombination model is re-
viewed. Our determination of the sea-quark dis-
tributions is presented in Sec. III. With these sea-
quark distributions, we give predictions for vari-
ous additional ratios in Sec. IV. In Sec. V we
discuss our results, and a summary is presented
in Sec. VI.

II. QUARK RECOMBINATION

IN THE FRAGMENTATION REGION

Ochs has demonstrated' a striking empirical
similaiity between the measured w'/n ratio in the

proton fragmentation region of p-p collisions and
the u/d quark ratio measured by deep-inelastic
lepton scattering. This observation implies that
in ~' production in p-p collisions, the u quark in
a fast w' should be one of the original valence u
quarks in the incident proton. Similar arguments
hold for the d quark in ~ production. Hence low-

p~ single-hadron production at high energies gives
information on the constituent structure of the in-
itial protons in p-p collisions.

It is widely believed that hadron production in
e'e colliding-beam reactions and deep-inelastic
lepton reactions in the current fragmentation re-
gion proceeds via a quark fragmentation mechan-
ism. ' [See Fig. 1(a)]. Das and Hwa' were able to
calculate the absolute magnitude of this process
and have shown that quark fragmentation cannot
contribute more than about 1/o of the single-meson
production cross section at low p~ and large x.
This result led them to consider a quark-recom-
bination mechanism' for single-meson production. -

In this quark-recombination model, a pion pro-
duced at large x should be initiated by a quark
whose momentum is also large. Since only valence
quarks are believed to have a significant probabil-
ity for being found at large x, the high-momentum
quark in pion p-roduction must be one of the val-
ence quarks of the initial hadron. Thi@ fast quark
then picks up a slow antiquark from the sea by a
quark-antiquark recombination process to emerge
as a meson [Fig. 1(b)]. Hence single-pion inclus-
ive production at large x and small p~ is sensitive
to the probability for finding a quark-antiquark
pair with the right quantum numbers.

In the model of Das and Hwa' the x distribution
of single-meson production is given by

H (x) = ' 'E(x„x,)R(x„x„x),dx i dx2

xi x2
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FIG. 1. (a) The production of a &+ meson by a quark-
fragmentation mechanism is shown. It is important to
note that the x value of the pion. (x~ = x&-x2) is less than
that of the fragmenting quark. Hence this process is
supp&essed at- large x~. (b) Shown is the quark-anti-

' quark recombination mechanism for &+ production. We
see that the x„value (x~ = x&+ x2) is larger than either x
values of the quark or antiquark. Hence this process
can produce mesons at large x'with a higher probability
than the quark fragmentation process. (c) &+ production
via gluon fragmentation is shown. As in the ease of
quark fragmentation, the pion x value is less than the x
value of the fragmenting gluon. (d) The long time scale
&T operative in meson production in the fragmentation
region versus the short time scale &t of deep-inelastic
lepton scattering is illustrated. This long time allows
a significant fraction of the gluons to co@vert to quark-
antiquark pairs and hence to contribute to meson pro-
duction.

where x, and x, are the q and q x values, F(x„x,)
is the q-q joint momentum probability distribution
function, and R(x„x„x)is the q-q recombination
function. .Das and Hwa assume

F(x„x,) =F,(x,)F,(x,)P„(l -x, -x,),
where for example F„(x)=xu(x) is the u-quark
momentum probability distribution, and P„(1-x,
-x,) is a phase-space factor. They also take

R(x x x)=n ——5 1-———.1 2
'

1 2"xx x x

With these assumptions, one obtains

egx) =~g„d,F,(x,)F,(x -x,) . (4)x . 0

Clearly several approximations are involved in
Eqs. (3) and (3). In particular, the phase-space
factor Ppl -x, —x,) can only be approximately
correct, since it does not allow the joint quark
distribution to be integrated to regain the known J

x

F„(x,)Fg(x -x,) dx
0

F,(x)F,(x -x,)dx, .

single-quark distributions. ' We reduce our sen-.

sitivity to this approximation by focusing our an-
alysis on particle production ratio@ where the
phase-space factors cancel.

The constraint x =x, +x„expressed by the 5
function in Eq. (3), implies that the recombination
is exclusively a two-body process. As noted by
Das and Hwa, ' this assumption does not mean that
the final observed pion does not contain sea par-
tons. Presumably the pion sea is built iri a rela-
tively long time interval after the recombination.
We expect the contribution of many-body recom-
bination to be small, except for x very near 1,
when it leads to the Regge behavior. ' For refer-
ence we have listed in Table I formulas for the
explicit particle ratios that we use in our analy-
sis. We note for example that the v'/w ratio de-
pends on the ratio of the integrals
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TABLE I. The formulas for various particle ratios are listed from the model of Das and

Hwa (Ref. 3). The functions I",(x) are the probabilities for finding a quark q with a momen-
tum fraction x of the proton. For example, &„(x)=xu„(x)+ xu„~(x), where xu„(x) is the val-
ence distribution determined by Field and Feynman (Ref. 1) and xuse~(x) is the sea dis-
tribution determined by this analysis.

=(x)= &,+P,+ fp"E„(x()E~(x —xg)dxg

&, p, f"E„(hg)E„(x -xg)d-hq
0

IC &»+P»+f p Ez(xg)E»(x —x~)dk~
(x) =

K n» P» fp-x E~ -(x'g) Ep(x —x()dx(

O'; P, fp'E~(xq)E „(x—x-))dxg

K &» P» f'p E,-(xq) E-„(x x-q) d-xq
:(x)=

&,+P„+fp E„(xg)E~ (x —x()dxg
K ' a»+ p»+ f'p"E, (h() E»(x x()—dxg

(x) =

&,+P,+fp"E„(hg)E„(x x-g)d—xj
+s»s~»s fp z d(h1) Z(h h1)+ +s(h1)Ed (h hf))dh1

+qp 8 qp f p p [E~(xg )EM (x —x~) + &~(x~)+~ (h —x~) ldx~

o!p p pp —[E„(xg)E„(x—x()-+ Eq(h( }Eq (x x))+ 4E,-(x(}E,(x x()ld-x(—
f) 17 6

&»+p» fpxE„(xg)Ep(x -xq)dxq
Ks P»s P»sf p & [kg(xg)Ez(x —x~)+ E, (x~)E& (x —x&)]dx&p (x) — j

Hence for a steeply falling sea distribution, the
ratio of these integrals became approximately

E(x) E( ~)0/F, ( )xF~( )0-u(x)/d(x). Hence, we re-
gain the empirical observation of Ochs. '

III. DETERMINATION-

OF THE SEA-QUARI(' DISTRIBUTIONS

The procedure which we used for determining the
sea-quark distributions Ep(x), E~(x), E,(x), and
E-,(x) was to fit the data on four particle produc-
tion ratios to the functions given in Table I. We
begin by making several plausible assumptions in
the, model of Das and Hwa.

1. We take the phase-space constants p~ to be
equal and therefore j.ndependent of the particle
species. [We also take the phase-space depen-
dence (1 —x, —x,) for each particle species. ]

2. We assume the constants at~ to be equal and
hence take the quark-antiquark-recombination
process to be independent of particular flavor com-
binations.

3. For the functions E„(x)=xu(x) and E~(x)
=xd(x) we use the Field and Feynman valence-
quark distributions' plus our own se@-quark dis-
tributions. We have done this by subtracting the
Field-Feynman sea distributions from their fits
to xu(x) and xd(x) and adding our own sea distri-
butions to this. We adopt a simple form for the
sea distributions, namely xu(x) =xu(x) =up(l -x)"&,
xd(x) =x2(x) = dp(1 -x)"~, and xs(x) =xs(x) = s,(1

-x)"&. We therefore have the constants u„d„
s, and the exponents n„, n~, and n, to determine
using the particle ratio data.

I.et us consider what magnitude to expect for the
constants 24o d„and s, . For the quiescent pro-
ton probed by the photon in deep-inelastic l,epton
scattering, these constants are known to lie in

the approximate range 0.1-0.3. However, we also
know from the momentum sum rules that approxi-
mately 50% of the momentum of the proton is car-
ried by neutral partons, presumably (colored) vec-
tor gluons. These gluons must contribute in some
major way to the meson production. There are
essentially two possibilities:

1. The gluons fragment directly to mesons [Fig.
l(c)]. This process niust be similar in magnitude
to quark fragmentation, and hence is ruled out by
the data.

2. The gluons create qq pairs in the proton sea,
and the recombination mechanism gradually de-
pletes this enhanced sea population as illustrated
in Fig. 1(d). In this manner all the momentum in
the neutral partons is eventually converted to sea
qq pairs and hence to mesons. Clearly the time
scale for this rearrangement must be fairly long.
Thus we might expect; to find the constants Qp dp,
and s, of suffi. cient magnitude to account for nearly
all of the proton momentum. Indeed, we will show
that the data actually force us to this conclusion.

In Fig. 2 we have plotted the w'/v ratios from
Fermilab' and CERN ISR"' as a function of the
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FIG. 2. The r+/& ratio is plotted versus xI, for
Fermilab data (Ref. 4) and ISR data (Refs. 7 and 8).
Several choices of the sea exponents &„, && are shown
for No
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FIG. 4. The 7I /& ratio is plotted versus xz. The
line through the data is our fit obtained by setting 80

=0.135 having fixed &0= do=1.2, &„=&q=8.0 and &

= 5.75.
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FIG. 3. The ~+/~ ratio is shown versus xz. The
line through the data represents our fit obtained by set-
ting uo-—d() = 1,2 and ss = 5'75

radial variable xs defined as Z*/E*, where E*
= energy of the detected particle in the c.m. frame
and E* = maximum energy available to that par-
ticle in the c.m. frame. The invariant cross sec-
tions for single-particle inclusive reactions have
been shown to scale over- a wider range when this
scaling variable is used than when the Feynman
scaling variable x„=2P, *, /Ms is used. ' However,
since we are concerned with the low-p~ high-en-
ergy region x„= 1x„1, and our results are not sen-
sitive to the distinction between x„and x„ in this
kinematic range.

Referring to Table I, we see that for large x the
magnitude of the w'/w ratio is controlled by the

d, /u, ratio, and the shape is controlled by n~ and

n„. The curves shown in Fig. P are obtained by
taking u, =d, (consistent with the isosinglet nature
of the Pomeron) and various values of n„=n~. We
see that n„=n„=8+1 gives an adequate fit.

Although the parameters n„and n~ are determin-
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FIG. 5. The &+/&+ ratio versus x~ is shown. Al-
though this ratio is determined by the previous three
ratios, ' it is interesting to observe the decrease of this
ratio for increasing xz. This is due to our choice of
setting +, «„=&z.

ed quite precisely by the data under our simplify-
ing assumptions, our results may systematically
be changed by using other parametrizations of the
valence quark distributions. " For example, a
parametrization constraining xd(x) - (l —x)' for
large x lowers the best fit value of n„=n„by &

unit.
Recent measurements" at the ISR of the ~'/m

ratio have yielded results somewhat larger than
the data of Johnson et at.4 We find that the values
n„=n„= ~0 will accommodate the ISR data. How-
ever, we stress that for a given set of data and
valence quark distributions, our method allows a
very precise determination of the sea-quark dis-
tributions.

Now consider the K'/K ratio shown in I'ig. 3.
Referring to Table I, we see that the magnitude of
the' ratio depends on u, and the shape depends on
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FIG. 6. The invariant cross sections for fixed Pz
= 0.25 GeV/& from Ref. 4 are shown. The -lines through
the data are the calculated xz dependencies of the model
of Das and Hwa. Reasonable agreement with the data is
obtained.

n, if we consider n„=n'= 8 fixed by the n'/v ratio.
A good fit is obtained by setting uo=d, = 1.2 and

n, = 5.75. We estimate the uncertainty in u, to be
no more than +10%%ug. The data favor a value of n,
less than n„=n„, although the case n, = n„=n„can-
not be definitely ruled out.

The w /K ratio is shown in Fig. 4. Referring
to Table I, we see that the shape of this ratio is
determined by the relative shapes of the d and s
quark structure functions. Since the m /K ratio
ri~es with increasing x, it follows that n, & 4. 'The

value n, = 5.75 determined above adequately de-
scribes the ratio if we take s, = 0.135 (+0.015).

We have plotted the data and theory for the m'/K'

ratio in Fig. 5, although both are entirely deter-
mined by the previous three ratios. Nevertheless
it is interesting to observe the fall of the ratio
with increasing x~. This decrease of the calcula-

TABLE II. The results of our fits to the sea distribu-
tions are given. xu, (x) is the valence distribution from
Field and Feynman (Ref. 1), etc. We see that the x de-
pendence of the strange sea is less steep than the x de-
pendence of the nonstrange sea.

xl (x) = xu„(x)+ xu (x)

xd(x) = xd„(x)+ xd(x)

xm(x& = xd(x) =1.2(1-x)'

xs(x) = xs(x) = 0.135(1-x)

FIG. 7. The determined quark distributions are plot-
ted versus x. For example, x&(x) is the sum of the
valence distribution xu„(x) taken from Field and
Feynman (Ref. 1) and the sea distribution xl(x) we have
determined. The enchancement of the sea x&(x) =xd(x)
is clearly shown.

ted m'/K' ratio is due to n, &n, =n'.
A note of caution is necessary concerning the

w/K ratios. Data at higher pr (Ref 12) s.how
smaller values of these ratios than data at low p~,
and therefore these ratios are not functions of x~
(or x„) alone. We have therefore restricted our-
selves to fitting data on the m/K ratios at o'nly low

P~. Furthermore, it is clear that resonances may
also affect the w/K ratios at small x„. These ef-
fects are discussed in Sec. V.

Even though the phase -space factor of Das and
Hwa canceled in the particle ratios, the indivi-
dual single-particle distributions of the model
[Eq. (4)] do agree reasonably well with the data.
This comparison is shown in Fig. 6. A, summary
of our fits to the quark distributions is given in
Table II ~ The quark distributions are plotted in
Fig. 7.

IV. PREDICTIONS

With the quark distributions now determined we
are now able to predict the final three ratios listed
in Table I. We require Ms~10 GeV where radial
scaling has been shown to hold, and we expect
these ratios to be accurate at least for x~ & 0.5.

In Fig. 8 we plot the model predictions for the
ratios w'/K~, m'/q, and K'/Ko'. We note that the
m'/K~ ratio rises for increasing x'. From Table
I we see that this ratio is controlled by the u(x)/
d(x) ratio at large x„. Hence the w'/K~ ratio
should follow the m'/m ratio. The w'/q ratio is
calculated to be approximately equal to 3. This is
expected since ss recombination is small relative
to uu and d2 recombination. For large xR ~ 0.5
the m'/q ratio prediction is still approximate'since
the Das-Hwa model does not allow for m' mesons
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FIG. 8. The predicted particle ratios are shown ver-
sus xz. (We have plotted these ratios for the entire xz
range but emphasize that we expect these predictions to
hold for x& ~0.5.)

resulting from g decays. Of course for small x„,
we expect the 7F'/q ratio to exceed 3 owing to the
strong contribution of resonance decay to the ~0

cross section. The behavior of the K'/K's ratio is
expected to closely follow the behavior of the n'/
w ratio since it is again controlled by the u(x)/
d(x) ratio.

V. DISCVSSION

A. Momentum sum rules

xu(x)dx = 0.403,

We have found the sea-quark x distributions in
the proton by using the quark-antiquark-recom-
bination model of Das and Hwa. ' An interesting
result is the large amount of u-u and d-2 sea
quarks which we find necessary to fit the data. As
we have discussed, this phenomenon is not unex-
pected. We interpret this enhancement of the sea
to imply that there is a significant contribution of
the gluons which carry half the proton momentum
to the sea-quark distributions. Thi;s contribution
takes place by the gluons converting to qq sea
pairs and then to mesons. Our analysis leads to
the following amounts of momentum carried by the
various partons:

of the proton momentum sum rules as strong sup-
port for our interpretation of the gluons convert-
ing to q-q pairs thereby giving a large contribu-
tion to meson production at low p~.

-28
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O
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B. Low-mass dileptons

I andshoff and Polkinghorne" and Bjorken and
Weisberg" have suggested that low-mass dilepton
production should be calculated within the Drell- '

Yan parton model framework by including the ex-
tra wee partons that are produced in hadron col-
lisions. Thus, we believe that the very enhanced
sea-quark distributions that we find by analyzing
hadron fragmentation data should be quite rele-
vant in the production of low-mass dileptons.

. We have calculated the standard Drell- Yan pre-
diction for p, -pair production at 225 GeV/c using
the original Field- Feynman sea distributions and
the enhanced sea distributions we have determin-
ed. The results are shown in Fig. 9, where we
notice that our enhanced sea distributions lead to
striking agreement with the data. " This suggests
that the enhanced quark-antiquark sea, operative
in the meson production by quark recombination,
also produces a large amount of muon-pairs by
quark-antiquark annihilation.

We note that an extrapolation of our enhanced
sea calculation to high-mass pairs is much larger
than the observed p, -pair yield. In fact, the ob-
served yield is predicted quite well by the standard
amount of sea quarks. Presumably this means
that low-mass pairs are produced in the long time

1
xd(x)dx = 0.257,

0

1 1

xu(x)dx = xd(x)dx = 0.133,
0 0

e 1

xs(x)dx = xs(x)dx = 0.020,
0 0

which accounts for 96.6% of the total proton mo-
mentum. We regard this nearly total saturation

I i i i I & I

l.0 2Q 5,0 4.0 5.0
M~~ (GeV/c*)

FIG. 9. The cross section for p+p pairs versus the
mass M&& is shown for the data of Bef. 15. Our calcu-
lation of the Drell- Yan cross section with our enchanced
sea is shown as the solid line. The dashed line is the
Drell-Yan cross section for the Field and Feynman
(Bef. 1) sea distributions. Both calculations use the
measured A dependence.
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interval characteristic of ordinary hadron produc-
tion, while high-mass pairs are produced in a
very short time interval. A complete understand-
ing of the transition from the long time scale pro-
cess operative in the low-mass region to the short
time scale process operative in the high-mass re-
gion would be very interesting, but is unfortunately
currently unknown to us.

C. Resonance contributions

The model of Das and Hwa' has made no explicit
provision for the effect of resonances on single-
particle inclusive production. However, the par-
ent-child relationship suppresses resonance de-
cay contributions to inclusive spectra Qr x~ & 0.5.
Therefore, we believe that our calculations are
most relevant in this large-x~ kinematic range,
as we have emphasized in the analysis.

The effects of resonances are most strongly felt
in the low-x~ region. For example, if we consider
the effect of vector resonances produced with the
same cross section as pseudoscalars, then obvi-
ously the magnitudes and shapes determined for
our sea distributions will change. However, in
our analysis we have emphasized as far as possi-
ble the data of large x„ in the determination of the
sea parameters. For example, the magnitude of
the Z"/fc ratio for xs & 0.5 conclusively implie's
an enhancement of the nonstrange sea, although
the exponents n„and u„might vary as much as one
unit from the favored value 8.

The effects of resonances should contribute most
strongly to the m/K ratios at small xs. We esti-
mate that by including resonance production, we
could force n, =n„and s,/no= 0.5.

VI. SUMMARY

The particle ratios in the model of Das and Hwa'
provide a sensitive method for determining the
quark sea distributions in the proton. This work
may obviously be extended to incident pion, kaon,
and hyperon beams. " We also speculate that quark
recombination and the enhanced sea may be impor-
tant in the understanding of particle production in
hadron-nucleus collisions. We find that the effect-
ive sea-quark distributions relevant to single-par-
ticle production is enhanced by a factor 10 over
the sea determined in lepton experiments. We in-
terpret this enhancement to follow from the signi-
ficant contribution of the conversion of gluons to
quark-antiquark pairs. We find that the data re-
quire sea-quark distributions, , which with the
known valence-quark distributions, essentially
saturate the proton momentum sum rule. We have
predicted other particle ratios for x~ & 0.5. Using
the enhanced sea leads to good agreement with low-
mass muon-pair production in the Drell-Yan model.

In conclusion, we note that. hadron production in
the fragmentation region is a very useful probe of
the quark structure of colliding hadrons. There-
fore, more detailed and sophisticated investiga-
tions along these lines are likely to be especially
fruitful and rewarding. "
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